Cyclins, TFIIB and RB play major roles in cell cycle and/or gene regulation. Earlier work has suggested common ancestry for the TFIIB repeats and RB pocket B which share 20% sequence Identity. We now report that database searches with profiles based on a multiple alignment of cyclin core regions (the 'cyclin box') detect the TFIIB repeats with equivalent scores to divergent cyclins. Several features of the sequences support the notion of common ancestry: e.g. cyclins A/B, C and D share ~ 20 -30% identity but each have -15-20% identity with vertebrate TFIIB, showing that conserved cyclin features underlie the match. These results suggest the presence of a domain superfamily, which we term the TR domain, in nuclear regulatory proteins belonging to the TFIIB, cyclin and RB families, that has been duplicated many times during eukaryotlc evolution. The TR domain appears to function in protein -protein interactions.
INTRODUCTION
A recurring problem in molecular biology is the evaluation of weak but genuine similarities between proteins. In a classic example, many TIM barrell enzymes have no detectable sequence similarity yet equivalent positioning of the active sites strongly imply common ancestry (I). Biological similarity and score ranking order can both help to justify borderline hits from database searches, but are themselves unreliable yardsticks. The types of matched residues are critical, since most conserved positions in globular domains are core-forming hydrophobic residues. Well known spurious matches include highly charged regions picking up the charge-rich coiled-coil tails of myosin, and proline-rich or hydrophilic random coil regions scoring highly against each other regardless of common ancestry. In multidomain proteins, it is vital for hydrophobic matches to span the full length of structural units. The prediction of homology between the peptide-binding domains of hsp70 and HLA-A2 illustrates these points (2) .
Multiple sequence alignments, together with the PAM250 amino acid replacement matrix (3) . are often used to prepare family specific matrices of residue preference, known as profiles (4) , for comparison to sequence databases using the SmithWaterman local similarity algorithm (5) . We have modified profiles to upweight sequences by divergence (6) using the branch lengths of Neighbour-Joining trees (7) . The weights increased sensitivity as did a newer substitution matrix, BLOSUM62 (8) , and excision of INDELs (sites of insertion and deletion) while marking their positions with reduced gap penalties. De novo searches with RNA-associated KH domains (9) and with signalling protein PH domains (10,11) both revealed many new examples (12) (13) (14) . We now report results stemming from profile searches with the cyclin family.
Cyclins (gene name CYC, CCN or CLN) were first discovered as proteins that gradually accumulate prior to mitosis, only to be abruptly destroyed (15) . Subsequently several subtypes have been catalogued, reaching peak abundance at either the Gl/S or the G2/mitosis transition control points in the cell cycle. Most, perhaps all, cyclins associate with cdc2-like kinases to form functional complexes which are thought to play major roles in cell cycle control. A-and E-type cyclins have also been found (with cdc2-related kinases) in complexes with transcription regulators, such as the adenovirus El A protein, the protein product of the retinoblastoma gene, RB, and its relative pl07, as well as the transcription factors E2F and DRTF1 (16 -21) . These associations imply that cyclins are involved directly in gene regulation.
Sequence similarity between cyclins extends over -200 residues, the 'cyclin box'. Different families can have unrelated N-and/or C-terminal extensions. Within the cyclin box, divergence is so extensive that only a single Glu residue remains absolutely conserved. Many cyclins share only 10-20% identity, e.g. yeast CLN3 and human cyclin C score 12.1 % identity, and the extremes drop below 10%. The difficulty of alignment is compounded by large insertions in several cyclin boxes, e.g. 77 residues in the case of yeast CLN1. Therefore, in preparing a cyclin alignment, profiles were used as aids to bring in the more divergent sequences.
Rather surprisingly, the cyclin profiles ranked TFIIB database entries highly. TFIIB is a general transcription factor and one of the mediators linking the TATA-binding protein TBP and RNA *To whom correspondence should be addressed polymerase II (reviewed by 22, 23) . While the similarity, at about 15-20% identity, does not guarantee relatedness, certain characteristics of the match point to common ancestry. In this manuscript, we outline the logic underpinning the proposed TFIIB/cyclin homology and discuss implications for the roles and evolution of these two protein families, together with the retinoblastoma protein (RB) family found earlier to possess 20% sequence similarity to the TFIIB repeat (24) .
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Cyclin box alignment
Cyclins were extracted by keyword searches with SRS (25) from the SWISSPROT v. 26 database (26) and by database searches with FASTA (27) or the EMBL BLITZ network service (28) . CLUSTALV (29) was used to provide initial alignments of the most related cyclins, which were visually corrected in the GDE multiple alignment editor (S.Smith, Harvard University) guided by dotplots (6) and the sequences themselves. Gaps were aligned on gaps so that only a single gap was allowed for each INDEL region. INDELs closer than seven amino acids apart could always be imposed, in accordance with observed INDEL behaviour in aligned homologous structures (30) . More divergent sequences were subsequently brought in using either CLUSTALV or profiles prepared from previously aligned cyclins. In this manner, 37 cyclins were reliably aligned, but for others, uncertainties remained that precluded these sequences from contributing to profiles.
Profile searches
Profiles were prepared by the program PROFILEWEIGHT (6) using the BLOSUM62 substitution matrix (8) and excision of positions with more than 80% gaps. Three different sequence weighting methods were employed. The sequences were given either: 1, equivalent weights; 2, branch-proportional tree-based weights; or 3, the weighting system of Altschul el al. (31) which penalises sequences that are more distant from the tree root, and by implication, from the common ancestor.
The GCG programs PROFILESEARCH, PROFILESEGMENTS and PROFILEGAP were used for protein database searches and profile-to-sequence alignments (4, 32) . TPROFILESEARCH was used to search 6-frame translations of DNA databases (P.Rice, EMBL, unpublished). Default normalisations for amino acid compositions and sequence length were turned off. Output scores are dependent on length of the aligned sequences, residue composition, gap penalties and choice of substitution matrix. As with all sequence searches, probability scores cannot unambiguously distinguish weak true hits from noise and the ranking order can be helpful.
Dotplots using profiles
The program PROPLOT produces diagonal similarity plots for visual inspection using any combination of sequence or profile (6) . To compare a sequence against a profile, the residue in each position is used to look up the score in the profile. To compare a profile against a profile, it is desirable to assess the relative scores for each amino acid at every position of the profiles. This is done by calculating the normalised r.m.s. deviation of the individual amino acid frequencies between any two positions in the profiles (6). User-specified windows and cutoffs determine which points are actually plotted.
Single sequence database search comparisons These were conducted against SWISSPROT using the EMBL BLITZ network service (28) . BLITZ compares sequences using MPsrch (J.Collins and S.Sturrock, Edinburgh) which conducts a full Smith-Waterman (5) local similarity search. A search of SWISSPROT with a 200 amino acid query sequence takes under 1 minute. MPsrch is implemented on a MASPAR parallel computer. The scoring system is similar to that of earlier software developed by the Edinburgh group for an ICL DAP and offered as a service accessible by network (33) . The BLOSUM62 matrix together with gap penalty 8 were used in all searches.
Availability of programs
PROFILEWEIGHT, TPROFILESEARCH and PROPLOT can be obtained from the EMBL fileserver (28) .
RESULTS
Detection of TFIIB sequences by 'cyclin box' profiles
A sequence-weighted profile from 37 aligned cyclins was used to search the SWISSPROT protein sequence database. Several TFHB entries ranked highly in the output list, with scores comparable to the most divergent cyclins ( Table I ). The output local alignments revealed that the cyclin box profile was aligned to the two divergent -90 residue repeats in TFIIB. The scores were substantially based upon matches between hydrophobic positions including the most conserved hydrophobic segments. These favourable features warranted further investigation. Therefore profiles were also prepared using the Altschul treebased weighting scheme which, in addition to upweighting by long branch length, favours sequences which are closer to the tree root relative to those which are distant (31) . This weighting scheme can be more sensitive in detecting related sequences which diverged before the common ancestor of the aligned set (6). The Number  PI 4635  P2O248  P3O278  P24385  P24864  P24863  P25008  PI33«5  P2O438  P2O437  P24867  P25«93  P29054  P29O53  QOO4O3  P29052  P29O55  P29O56  P29095 'Partial sequence of Pyrococcus woesei TFIIB. missing part of repeal 1 'The equivalent ranking and scores are given for two sequences, not yet in SWISSPROT, the completed sequence of Pyrococcus nvesei TFIIB and the sequence of Kluy\tromyces lactis TFUB.
Altschul-weighted cyclin profiles detected TFIIB sequences more strongly than the branch-proportional weighted profile (Table I ). An unweighted profile was worse than either weighting scheme at detecting both TFIIB and divergent cyclin entries (Table I) .
Scores depend on TFIIB sequence divergence
Seven TFIIB sequences are known; three vertebrates, Drosophila, the budding yeasts Saccharomyces cerevisiae and Kluyveromyces lactis (34) and an archaebacterium Pyrococcus woesei (35, 36 ). An eighth sequence, yeast TFIHB (also called BRF-1), is an RNA polymerase ID activator with -25% identity to the vertebrate TFIIB sequences (37) . The ranking of the TFHB sequences by the cyclin profiles varied quite widely (Table I) , which might have implied that the match was spurious but could also be a consequence of variation in TFIIB molecular clocks (38) .
The region common to all TFIIB sequences consists of two divergent -90 residue repeats (e.g. sharing 18% identity in human TFIIB). An alignment of the -180 residue repeat regions from the TFliB sequences was prepared, from which a Neighbour-Joining tree was calculated (7) . The tree has a branching order consistent with phylogenetic expectation ( Figure  1 ). Branch length variations show that the yeasts, especially S.cerevisiae, have incorporated the most substitutions while the archaebacterial sequence has changed least. If TFIIB and cyclins share a common ancestor in a proto-eukaryote, the sequences most similar to the cyclin branch point can be estimated (by measuring the branch lengths) as being animals, followed by Pyrococcus. If however the last common ancestor was in archaebacteria, Pyrococcus should be closest, followed by animals. The ranking of the TFIIB scores in Table I is animals > Pyrococcus > yeast spp. As well as being completely consistent with the distances in the tree, these scores may imply an origin of the cyclins after the archaebacterial/eukaryotic split.
Profile searches using aligned TFIIB sequences Profiles were prepared for the core TFHB repeats. These embody less information than the cyclin profiles as there are only seven TFIIB sequences (since rat and human are identical) and they are less divergent. This is reflected in much higher self scores for TFIIB entries relative to all non-TFIIB entries in the SWISSPROT database.
All three TFIIB profiles ranked the seven TFIIB entries top, followed directly by two to four cyclins (Table II) . Of the 50 cyclin entries, 24 were ranked in the top 100 by the unweighted profile, 30 by the tree-weighted profile and 33 by the Altschul tree-weighted profile, correlating with the increased sensitivity of the weighted profiles. Highly divergent cyclins were not detected by the TFIIB profiles-which might have implied spurious matches.
Depending on the profile, the top scoring cyclins were either bovine cyclin A or human cyclin D. Cyclin C is also consistently well detected (Table II) . These three cyclin classes range between 15 -30% identity, compared with each other. The detection of three classes of cyclins, not in themselves closely related, is consistent with the expansion of the cyclin family after the divergence of TFIIB and cyclins from a shared common ancestor.
Number of cyclin entries in top 100 hits 'Ranking positions are given only for entries in the (op 100 hits. Scores in parentheses arc those for the 100th ranked hit in a search which defines the upper limit for the possible entry score. Neighbour-Joining tree for TFIIB sequences, using only the repeated regions. The tree was calculated in CLUSTALV (29) using pairwise distances between sequences corrected for multiple substitutions (54) . Rat TFIIB is identical to human. The tree is shown rooted at an arbitrary point on the archaebacterial branch. If the TFTJIB sequence diverged before the archacbactena/eukaryote split, the root would be on its branch Given either root, the tree is consistent with phylogenetic expectation. Horizontal branch lengths in NJ trees are proportional to sequence divergence. The branch length variation ranks the sequences for the number of incorporated mutations in the descending order 5. cere\isiae > K. laais > animals > P. woesei The deep nodes correspond to events whose times are not accurately known, therefore explicit values for substitution rates cannot be safely inferred from the tree A.
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Reciprocal detection in searches with single sequences
The Xenopus TFIIB repeat region was compared against SWISSPROT using MPsrch (28,33). The seven TFIIB entries were ranked top, with cyclins constituting eleven of the following thirteen entries and nineteen of the top 50 (Table HI) . High scoring cyclins were again G1-specific cyclin D and G2-specific cyclins A/B, themselves only -25% identical. This indicates that it is conserved features of these cyclins which are being detected. Again, none of the likely highly diverged cyclins were detected (Table HI) . Reciprocal database searches were conducted with two cyclins, alfalfa cyclin B and human cyclin D, that ranked highly in the TFIIB searches and two cyclins which ranked poorly, yeast CLN3 and HCS26. The cyclin B search ranked Xenopus and mammalian TFTTB entries higher than seven known cyclins and above the first false positive (Table II) . The cyclin D search scored TFIIBs nearly as highly. By contrast, the searches with the highly divergent cyclins failed to detect any TFIIBs (Table II) . Moreover, HCS26 is much worse at detecting other cyclins than are the animal TFIIBs, with only 8 of the top 50 sequences being cyclins. Aligned sequences from seven TFIIB homologues. a representative set of cyclin boxes and RB/plO7 pocket B. colour coded to highlight the similanty both within and between the repeats. The cntical conserved hydrophobic block underpinning the similarity is delineated. Insertions between repeats 1 and 2 occur in some sequences, indicated by *. A consensus is given for each family repeat. Upper case indicates strongly conserved residues and S. conserved hydrophobicity. Residue colouring is used to highlight important features All Gly (orange) and Pro (yellow) residues are coloured. Other colouring is by conserved property occuring in more than 40% of a column, uncoloured residues lack a sufficiently conserved property scoring segments wherever they occur, are useful to provide an overview of matching subsegments. Figure 2A shows cyclin and TFIIB profile-to-profile dotplots (6) . The TFIIB/cyclin comparison detects five high scoring segments, of which three are close to the central diagonal, together extending over most of the profiles. This behaviour indicates that similar amino acids tend to be preferred at many equivalent positions throughout the cyclin box and TFIIB repeats, consistent with the proposal that these regions are colinear. Dotplots comparing Xenopus TFIIB and alfalfa cyclin sequences against the two profiles are shown in Figure 2B ,C. In both cases interrupted diagonals from the cross-comparisons superimpose on stronger diagonals in the selfcomparisons supporting colinearity of the cyclin box and TFIIB repeats. The dotplot comparisons show that the similarity between cyclins and TFIIB fulfils the requirement that domains must match throughout their length to be considered to be homologous.
Dotplots using TFIIB and cyclin profiles
Merging the TFIIB and cyclin alignments
In order to examine the potential fit of the cyclin box and TFIIB repeat region further, it was necessary to merge the aligned sets. The merge was guided by ensuring that the highest matching segments of the dotplots and profile search outputs were aligned and that INDELs were superimposed. Counterparts for conserved blocks in the alignments were present. Each block was checked individually for the best fit. The most strongly matching blocks were aligned by the most conserved identical residues. Less well matched blocks were aligned to maximise the superposition of columns that behaved similarly: Conserved hydrophobic columns that were likely to be core forming were superimposed, as were the least conserved positions, expected to be solvent exposed. Figure 3 shows the TFIIB repeat sequences and a representative set of cyclin box sequences aligned throughout their lengths. The most conserved motif in the TFIIB repeats is a block that has strong hydrophobic preference for eleven consecutive residues, seven of which also have a strong preference for small sidechains like alanine. The two most highly conserved motifs in the cyclins show very similar patterns. The first conserved cyclin block also has eleven consecutive hydrophobic positions of which six have a preference for small residues that superimpose on equivalent preferences in TFIIB repeat 1. Also superimposed in this region are several positions with charged or aromatic preferences. The second conserved cyclin block has nine consecutive hydrophobic residues, of which five have a preference for small residues that superimpose on equivalent residues in TFIIB repeat 2. Also superimposed in this region are positions with hydrophobic, aromatic or proline preferences. The two motifs in the cyclin box can themselves be aligned (Figure 3 ) but are more similar to the respective TFIIB motifs than they are to each other, in agreement with the colinearity suggested by the dotplots. These motifs are indicated in the alignment in Figure 3 which superimposes both the TFIIB repeats and the putative cyclin repeats. Xenopus TFIIB and alfalfa cyclin B share 18.8% identity, higher than many pairwise scores for divergent cyclins. While this might be a chance score, values of 14.5% against cyclin C and 15.4% against cyclin D and cyclin E, themselves between 16.0 -24.6% identical, show that it is the conserved positions in cyclins which match to the TFIIB sequence. Table IV shows that the least conserved cyclin and TFIIB sequences are also those that share the fewest identities, e.g. 8.3% between archaebacterial TFIIB and yeast CLN3. This systematic fall in similarity is consistent with evolution from a common ancestor, but would otherwise be awkward to explain.
Similarity of aligned TFIIB and cyclin sequences
DISCUSSION
Cyclin and TFIIB sequences share common ancestry
The limited sequence identity shared by cyclins and TFUB bears the hallmarks of both common ancestry and common structural fold. The shared identity is underpinned by hydrophobic positions whose conservation likely results from structural requirements. It extends over the full length of the cyclin box and the TFIIB repeats. Those cyclins that are closest to the common ancestral cyclin are also the most TFUB-like, while the reciprocal also holds. The prediction that the cyclin box consists of a hitherto undetected duplication will be verified (or otherwise) by a future determination of the cyclin box tertiary structure. The cyclin-TFIIB common ancestor A priori models for the common ancestor are: 1, The common ancestor is neither cyclin nor TFIIB; 2, TFUB arose from a branch of a preexisting cyclin family; or 3, cyclins arose from a preexisting TFUB. While model 2 is disfavoured, either model 1 or 3 may hold. TFIIB may be older than the cyclins, which are only known in eukaryotes. The lack of a single cyclin branch especially close to TFIIB is inconsistent with model 2. Since the TFUB repeats are more closely related to one another than are the cyclin repeats, they are more similar to the preduplication common ancestor, which may favour model 3 (depending on substitution rates). The correlation between TFIIB detections and the branch lengths in the TFIIB tree ( Figure 1 ) favour a split of cyclins from a TFTIB-like lineage in a proto-eukaryote. In sum, the available data suggest that the common ancestor may have been TFIIB and was certainly more like the extant TFIIBs than cyclins.
A domain superfamily in nuclear regulatory proteins Recently, one of our groups reported a distant (-20% identity) similarity between TFIIB and a conserved domain in the RB/plO7 family, RB pocket B, in which disruptions are associated with tumourigenesis (24) . This match, which spans a single TFIIB repeat, aligns the most conserved hydrophobic segment in RB/plO7 'pocket B' with the critical hydrophobic motif in TFUB (Figure 3 ). The match is strongest to TFIIB repeat 1 as indicated in the dotplots in Figure 2D .
The presence of a shared domain (which we designate TR for TFUB Repeat) in TFIIB, cyclins and RB/plO7 unites these proteins in a nuclear regulatory protein superfamily. Evolutionary parsimony suggests that this shared structural unit may be used to accomplish related functions. Figure 4 shows that the first TR domains in cyclin, TFIIB and RB are already defined as regions involved in protein -protein interactions. In cyclin A, TR1 is within the region required to contact the cdc2 kinase (39) . TFIIB repeat 1 can bind the activation domain of the transactivator VP16 (40) . The TR domain of RB corresponds to the pocket B required to contact the transcriptional activator MyoD (41) . In addition, RB pocket B, along with pocket A, are required to bind a number of viral (ElA, TAg, E7) and cellular (E2F, c-myc, Pu.l) transcription factors (reviewed in [42] [43] [44] . RB pocket B is also essential for correct RB phosphorylation, although it is not itself phosphorylated (45) .
A common link between these families of proteins can be envisaged from what is known about their function. RB and TFIIB are both involved in transcription control. RB acts as a transcriptional repressor by binding to and sequestering the activation domain of E2F (46, 47) . TFHB is a general transcription factor which is likely to be the target for the binding of transcriptional activators, of which the best studied example is VP16. We have shown that the activation domain of E2F (which contacts RB) can also contact the TFIIB protein, suggesting that RB and TFIIB may bind similar transcription factors (C.Hagemeier and T.K., unpublished results).
The cyclins are not, strictly speaking, transcription factors but they are intimately involved in regulating their function. Cyclins A and E have been found in a DNA-bound complex with E2F and RB/plO7 (26, 48, 49) , whereas cyclin D has been found to mediate RB phosphorylation via a cyclin D-specific kinase (50, 51) . Additional evidence that transcription may be regulated by cell cycle events comes from the revelation that the transcription factor TAFn 250 is identical to the genetically defined cell cycle regulator CCG1 (52, 53) .
Although there is no evidence that TFIIB or RB directly contact cdc2-like kinases, the possibility is highlighted by the sequence similarities pointed out in this paper. Since cdc2-like kinases require cofactors, it is possible that certain kinases exist which require TFIIB or RB for their activation. Given that RB pocket B is essential for correct RB phosphorylation, it will be interesting to see whether the RB TR domain can act as an internal adaptor for a kinase.
Evolutionary origins of eukaryotic cell cycle regulation
The requirements during division of the eukaryotic cell are very different from the prokaryotic precursor with its rigid cell wall, lack of subcellular partitioning and simplicity of chomosome segregation. It follows that the origin of the eukaryotic cell necessitated the development of entirely new layers of regulation of cell state. It is becoming clear that these act through, and are overlayed upon, the basic transcriptional machinery, controlling the expression of genes involved in cell replication. If, as the data suggest, TFHB is close to the common ancestor of cyclins, it follows that cell cycle regulatory elements have arisen by duplication and divergence of more basic transcriptional control elements.
